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Water uptake follows a downward dynamics during a water deficit episode.
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Kr influences local uptake rates

- **Local uptake rates**

- **Uptake rates (% Cont)**
  - Control
  - Kr+

- Graph shows higher uptake rates for Kr+ compared to Control.
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- Influence uptake dynamics
  - Change root characteristics
    - Change root architecture
      - King et al. 2003, Ann Bot 91 (3)
    - Change Kr and Kx
      - Richards et al., 1989, Aust J Agr Res 40

- Change soil properties
  - Computer modeling can be used to design water extraction strategies and ideotypes
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Modelling as an ideotype design tool

PlaNet - Maize
Importance of multi-scale and space-time dynamics

Need to integrate root system architecture and hydraulic properties (root and soil)

Uptake pattern matters

Experimental and modeling tools are available
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Influence of the soil conductivity

Simulation with R-SWMS

SAME:
Root architecture
Root hydraulic properties
Transpiration

DIFFERENT:
Soil type

Uptake distribution
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Why does “radialness” matters?

Water flow \( (m^3s^{-1}) \)

Flux \( (m^3.m^{-2}.s^{-1}) \)

\[ \theta \quad (m^3.m^{-3}) \]

\[ K_s \quad (m^3.m^{-3}) \]

High influence of the uptake rate
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- **Soil conductivity (Ks)**
  - Soil type
  - Water content ($\theta$)

- **Root radial conductivity (Kr)**
  - Root type
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- **Root axial conductivity (Kx)**
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**Equations:**

- $\mathbf{K_r}$
- $\mathbf{F}$
Conductivities along a root

- Root axial conductivity ($K_x$)
- Root radial conductivity ($K_r$)
- Soil conductivity ($K_s$)

Factors:
- Root type
- Root segment age
- Environment
- Soil type
- Water content ($\theta$)
Integration at the root system level
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The **lowest** conductance will be the limiting factor
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Water preferably takes the path of maximum conductance (for a given \( \Delta \psi \))

The lowest conductance will be the limiting factor
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Flux
\( (m^3 \cdot m^{-2} \cdot s^{-1}) \)

Ks
\( (m^3m^{-3}) \)
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Change root characteristics

Change soil properties

Change the root diameter
  de Jong v. L. et al. 2006, Vadoze Zone J 5 (4)

Change root architecture
  King et al. 2003, Ann Bot 91 (3)

Change Kr and Kx
  Richards et al., 1989, Aust J Agr Res 40

Computer modeling can be used to define an ideotype
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